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About This Content

Baron Blade has long suffered at the hands of self-proclaimed "heroes." He tires of their constant harrying, their interruptions of
his plans, their love of doomsday device destruction. No longer! He has gathered a team, the Vengeful Five! They bring the

fight to the heroes along with an impressive army of villainous nemeses, each with their own vendetta against the many Sentinels
of the Multiverse!

Sentinels of the Multiverse: Vengeance is a mega-expansion to the award-winning cooperative comic-book card game, Sentinels
of the Multiverse. In addition to 5 new heroes and 2 devious environments, this product provides a new mode of play for the

heroes to face in the form of a team of villains - Players must work together to overcome their greatest challenge yet!
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About 20 hours of funny puzzles for a low price (got it in complete pack in discount). It sure is worth the price !!!. Marmoset
Hexels is great. I got it in a Humble Bundle a while ago, and while I don't use it that much (normally when I do anything
regarding images it's just messing around in photoshop to make some memes for my friends, and I'm not that great at actually
creating new works of art or anything) but if you're like me and you find isometric and pixel art interesting, and you actually
want to create art or animations using those styles or similar ones (Hexels isn't just limited to those kinds of things, they have
other interesting modes as well, and I'm pretty sure you can combine multiple types in one piece), then I'd highly recommend
this. Once you learn the keyboard shortcuts and how to manage some of the settings, it's relatively easy to use, while still having
enough options to allow for a high degree of customization.

Is gud.. A good game, takes a long time, which passes completely unnoticed.
Good graphics, good shooter. Takes about 4 hours to play thru once. Not worth full price, but definitely worth playing.
I like casual games - it's a hidden Objects/Point And Click game.

The good - it actually delivers a game that you actually want to play. It's a little easy, but not outrageously so. Many of the
HOB/PnC games have so much counter intuitive backtracking that all you do is click Hint. This game has managed to make you
want to play it and if you even try a little you should find yourself using Hint sparingly. The mini-games are also reasonable.

Overall this game was a pleasant surprise.. Nice game, really liked the graphics.
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R.I.P. 3, while the graphics are dated, I actually had fun with.

It's not a great game, but the local co-op was a lot of fun.. Fox Hime Zero. Honestly, I don't even know where to begin with this.
When I read the original Fox Hime, I liked it. It had its mistakes, sure, but everything does. Here's the thing: Fox Hime Zero
learned from those mistakes.
The original Fox Hime had poor translation, a story that honestly got kind of mundane at times, and overall just boring to the
average visual novel reader.
Fox Hime Zero fixed itself. It has great translation, I actually understood this one without having to think as hard! I was
completely interested in the story as soon as soon as Mori showed up. The soundtrack is so amazing and something beautiful. I
can't express how much I love it. The visuals, the art, they all got me. I took a lot of screenshots just so I could keep those
visuals for viewing pleasure later on. This even had voice acting! Like, full-on voice acting! Mori's voice was just as I imagined
it to be, and I'd like to say they also got Ruri's voice spot-on.
That being said, I feel like the novel lacked in certain parts - and this is me being extremely picky - Mr. Wong Ji didn't even
have his own avatar, despite the fact he plays a crucial role for a few chapters. Even the tailor has an avatar - and we only see
him for a few lines!
Overall, yes. Read this. Do it. Now.
For its price, Fox Hime Zero is worth it.
And I mean that, from the bottom of my heart.. quot;The Last Express" is a rather unique adventure game from the era of the
twilight of adventure games toward the late 1990s. The plot is a mix between an Agatha Christie novel and a film-noir. You
have a strange murder on a train, and a Matlese Falcon (that is neither Maltese nor a falcon).
Two things separate TLE from other games in the genre - first, its effort at achieving a level of non-linearity, and second, its
intellectual and artistic pretensions. TLE fails on the first count - it's really a linear game at its core - but succeeds on the second.
The passengers of the last express speak naturally and in their own tongues; have believable if somewhat stylized and
exaggerated motivations, and have coherent and distinct personalities. They are both interesting and memorable.
From a technical perspective, TLE has decent graphics that still hold up, and excellent sound complete with great dialogue and
enjoyable music. Certainly it was a game ahead of its time.

Summary:
+ Unique
+ Decent graphics and great sound
+ Interesting characters and an absorbing plot
+ Great tablet game, touch controls feel natural
- The real-time gimmick masks heavy linearity; straightforward puzzles; feels like a (non-interactive) movie at times
- Some nasty bugs that can force the player to replay segments of the game
- The graphics feel rather dated on occasions
- The fight scenes are more annoying than fun

Recommended, 8/10 - genre classic.. I just bought this game on a whim during the Summer 2017 sale. It was a great price so I
tossed it in my cart. I am really glad I did. It looks similar to Tetris-- but it isn't a clone. There is more to it than falling shapes.
You link up the colors, then explode the group with an electric spark before the stack reaches the top. Anode is well made with
colorful graphics and different objectives within the game. It is a fun casual game and a steal at full price...even better on sale..
This one was a lame time killer. Basically, you combine two things, and ONLY two things to create new things. The logic of the
combos is crap. It is likely the creator thought some of the combos were funny, so that makes one person. You end up just
cycling through every combo to unlock more stuff to combine. For the little time I played the game, I can't help but feel that I
came out a little dumber. You can get more entertainment, sense of accomplishment, and challenge by breaking out the pumice
stone and sanding down the calluses on your feet.
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